






Ideas/Uses for this resource
• The primary use of this resource is to introduce science concept around buoyancy and basic vocabulary for this concept.  Phonemic 

reading is brought in with words being written in phoneme format.  Math concept of grouping 5 and counting to 20 is incorporated in 
the Seek and Find game sheets. 

• Resource is formatted horizontally to facilitate crossing the midline when reading and doing worksheets.  Crossing the midline is 
essential to good reading comprehension 

• Vocabulary worksheets highlight main concept words and are written with phonemic awareness in mind, focusing on initial and finial 
sounds.  The Boats and Buoyancy board is designed in game board format.  To play as a game you will need to print the board 
twice, cutting out one board so you have a set of cards and you will need a dice.  You can move around the board either by pulling 
cards or rolling the dice.  When student lands they can read the word out loud, tell one thing about what they landed on or use the 
word in a sentence.  The Types of Boats board is also a game, printing two boards allows for playing war, fish or memory or 
matching.   Here again the student can read the word out loud, tell one thing about what they landed on or use the word in a 
sentence. 

• Categorization sheets build concept of buoyancy with real world items.  Sink and float are used in one sheet so student can grasp 
the basic concept of buoyancy - something that floats. 

• Concept Understanding sheets bring the concept of buoyancy into real world places.  The boards are in a fun seek and find format 
to help improve students/child’s ability to visually discriminate, tracking, attend to a task and demonstrate understanding of concept.  
Tallying as the student does the task also build math concepts of group in 5’s and counting to 20. 




























